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OUR BACKGROUND.  

RWASHOSCCO - Rwanda Small Holder Specialty Coffee Company is a farmer owned business that 
focus on marketing, export and roasting of the Rwanda’s highest quality coffee beans. We spent 
more years working in the coffee farms, selling our coffee indirectly through a long value chain, 
so we established RWASHOSCCO to help us maintain the standard for every coffee bean and link 
us to the potential specialty coffee buyers across the world.  

To achieve this, among other things, RWASHOSCCO provides farm and managerial trainings to 
its member small holder coffee farmers cooperatives and ensure 100% profit is sent back for the 
farms development activities.  

We are on a mission to lead the Africa’s specialty coffee export sector and increase premium 
coffee sales to enable us improve not only the lives of our farmers’ families but also impact the 
social welfare of thousands of rural Rwandans.  

 

At RWASHOSCCO, we aspire to become a renowned Africa's from farm to consumer specialty 
coffee company.   

 

WHY SOURCE FROM RWASHOSCCO?  

Our famers work collaboratively with in-house cuppers to ensure every decision made at the farm 
level is not by chance but rather based on lab results recommendation. And We have made that 
process part of our living.  

We pride to have been born from coffee farmers self-initiative, who tirelessly strive to produce 
the best of coffee beans in east African region. This sets us apart from the rest of coffee traders 
allowing us not to require relations with origins because we are coffee origins already. This keep 
us competitive in the market since it enables us to easily control every step of the bean from farm 
to package.  As a result, we continuously offer high end value products to our customers from the 
very first trial and on.  
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OUR FARMERS SUMMARY 

CO-OPERATIVE DES CAFECULTEURS DE GISHOMA (COCAGI) 

The cooperative was created in 2004 and has about 1,031 members. Its coffee washing station 
provides jobs for many members of the community, with a workforce of 90 percent women. 
COCAGI’s members come from different administrative sectors, including Nzahaha, the sector 
recognized for having the highest amount of coffee trees in the country. In this area, the high 
altitude combined with volcanic soils give a unique flavor and taste to the coffee. COCAGI strives 
to support other producers, regardless of the amount of coffee they grow. COCAGI has been 
Fairtrade certified since 2005, and since then we started exporting its certified coffee. 

The co-op has participated in Cup of Excellence competitions and is committed producing high-
quality coffee year after year. 

We produce 100% bourbon cultivar which has a distinctive cup profile of sweet rounded tangerine 
acidity, morello cherry notes in the aftertaste. 

CO-OPERATIVE DE CAFECULTEURS DE HUMURE - COCAHU 

COCAHU started as an organization in 2003 and became a cooperative in 2007. All our coffee is 
100% red bourbon, fully washed. Youth are mostly involved in our coffee production and see it as 
a viable income. 

COOPERATIVE OF COFFEE GROWERS OF KARABA - KOAKAKA 

KOAKAKA Karambi Cws was constructed in 2003 to help members who come from 3 sectors 
(Kinyamakara, Karama and Rukondo) which are in Nyamagabe district of southern province to 
generate more income for its members.  Our location is an area known as part of high Mountain 
in Rwanda which all nurtured and ideal land to produce the best quality coffee in the country. In 
addition, our members are experienced coffee farmers and supply cherries that are fully ripe with 
greater consistency which results in wonderful flavor of our coffee have been awarded with 
different prize in the Golden cup and the cup of excellence competition since 2007 (golden cup), 
2008, 2010, 2011 and 2013. 

The flavor and taste of the fully washed coffee from KOAKAKA Karambi is a result of combined 
effect of   agro-ecological conditions in which our coffees are grown and practices that emphasize 
on quality processing. Our washing stations is strict in wet processing chain where careful removal 
of undesirable cherries is done at the reception through two consecutive process first by hand 
picking and sorting, then through wet immersion of cherries and removal of floating cherries. 
After the de-pulping and cleaning, a second selection is done followed by a progressive sun drying 
to end up with one the best coffee profile. 
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COOPERATIVE ABAHUZAMUGAMBI BA KAWA - MARABA 

Abahuzamugambi ba kawa, although we prefer calling ourselves Maraba, is the umbrella 
cooperative organization that oversees and manages the activities of four coffee washing stations; 
Sovu, Kibingo, Kabuye and Cyarumbo. The cooperative accounts more than 1372 members of 
which 56% are male and 44% are female. The coffee producers are from various sectors of Huye 
district. On average each farmer of the group has 435 trees. Our long-term experience in coffeee 
farming make us the world's first Rwandan specialty coffee. 

DUKUNDEKAWA – MUSASA 

The farmers of Dukunde Kawa cultivate antique bourbon Arabica varietals, prized for their rich 
sweetness and subtle expressions of soil, climate, and terroir. The farmers careful stewardship of 
their trees throughout the year yields heavy harvests of juicy red coffee cherries, which are the 
starting point for great coffee. 

Dukunde Kawa started in 2003 with 300 members; there are now 1176-member farmers in the 
cooperative, contributing coffee to a total of 4 washing stations, the largest of which being the 
Musasa station. 
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OUR PRODUCTS  

GREEN BEANS / UNROASTED COFFEE – Samples Available on demand 

 
ABAHUZAMUGAMBI BA KAWA, HUYE - RWANDA 

 
Varietal: Arabica, Bourbon 
Screen: 15+ 
Processing: Fully Washed 
Region: Huye, Southern 
Rwanda 
Altitude: 1685 - 1876 
Score in cup: 84+ 
 
CERTIFICATIONS: Fairtrade 
 

 

 
COOPERATIVE OF COFFEE GROWERS OF KARABA (KOAKAKA) 

Varietal: Arabica, Bourbon 
Screen: 15+ 
Processing: Fully Washed 
Region: Karaba, Southern 
Province 
Altitude: 1685 - 1876 m 
above the sea level 
Score in cup: 84+ 

 

CERTIFICATIONS 
 
Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, 
UTZ 
 
 

 
DUKUNDEKAWA MUSASA COOPERATIVE  

Varietal: Arabica, Bourbon 
Screen: 15+ 
Processing: Fully Washed 
Region: Gakenke, Northern 
Province, Rwanda  
Altitude: 2002 - 2016 above 
the sea level 
Score in cup: 84+ 
 
CERTIFICATIONS 
 
Fairtrade, CAFÉ PRACTICES, 
Rain Forest Alliance, UTZ, 
USDA Organic 
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CO-OPERATIVE DE CAFECULTEURS DE HUMURE - COCAHU 

 
Varietal: Arabica, Bourbon 
Screen: 15+ 
Processing: Fully Washed 
Region: Humure, Eastern 
Rwanda 
Altitude:1587 m 
Score in cup: 84+ 
 
CERTIFICATIONS:  
 
Rainforest Alliance (RFA) 
 

 

 
CO-OPERATIVE DES CAFECULTEURS DE GISHOMA (COCAGI) 

 

Varietal: Arabica, Bourbon 
Screen: 15+ 
Processing: Fully Washed 
Region: Karaba, Southern 
Province 
Altitude: 1563 - 1570m 
above the sea level 
Score in cup: 84+ 
 
CERTIFICATIONS 
 
Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, 
UTZ 
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ROASTED BEANS.  

 
CAFÉ DE MARABA 

Beans  Ground 

 
Roast:  
 
Light, Medium, 
Espresso 
 
Weight: 250g, 500 g 

 
Roast:  
 
Light, Medium, 
Espresso 
 
Weight: 500 g 

The world's first Rwandan specialty 
coffee. Grown by Abahuzamugambi Ba 
Kawa.  

 
 

ANGELIQUE’S FINEST 

Beans  Ground 
 
Roast:  
 
Light, Medium, 
Espresso 
 
Weight: 250g, 500 g 

 
Roast:  
 
Light, Medium, 
Espresso 
 
Weight: 500 g 

Angelique's Finest is a specialty coffee, 
that is grown in the volcanic mountains 
of Rwanda, from seed to cup produced 
by women. 
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CONTACT US TODAY.  

 

FOR ordering our COFFEE – Green or Roasted, drop us a line on the below contacts 

 

 

Location: Mulindi,Ndera sector, Gasabo- Kigali 

Location: RWASHOSCCO, Gasabo – Kigali 

Tel: +250 788456614 

Email: info@rwashoscco.com / angelique@rwashoscco.com  

B.P 7342, Kigali – Rwanda 

Visit us at: www.rwashoscco.com 
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